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Outline
� Linkages between knowledge, learning and action
� Tacit and explicit knowledge
� Knowledge conversion as a way to sharing tacit know ledge
� Knowledge as an asset vs. knowledge in action
� The role of learning alliances and communities of p ractice 

in sharing tacit knowledge
� The role of projects in developing and sharing taci t 

knowledge
� Example 1: Common pool resources management in India
� Example 2: The Kavango Livestock Interest Group in Nam ibia



Linkages between knowledge, learning and action
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Source: Kolb, D. (1981) ‘Learning styles and disciplinary differences’, in Chickering, A. 
W. and Associates (eds) The Modern American College, San Francisco, Jossey-Bass.
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Tacit and explicit knowledge - continued
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Tacit and explicit knowledge - continued
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Tacit and explicit knowledge - continued
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Knowledge components of different types of 
water-related innovations
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Source of categories: Blackler, F. (1995) ‘Knowledge, knowledge work and organizations: 
an overview and interpretation’, Organization Studies, Vol. 16, No. 6, pp. 1021–046.



Implications

� Different types of knowledge constitute different t ypes 
of challenges to those who want to share them

� Tacit knowledge , which is either embedded in systems 
and processes, embodied in the skills and experiences 
of individuals, or encultured in social norms and world 
views, cannot easily be captured and shared in medi a 
traditionally used for scientific knowledge

� Therefore, different approaches and techniques to 
knowledge sharing are needed.



The SECI process 
of knowledge 
conversion
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knowledge system
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�Articulating TK in explicit concepts
�Use of metaphors, analogies, 

hypotheses and models
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and collective reflection
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�Embodying EK into TK knowledge
�Learning by doing” to arrive at 

shared mental models
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Source: after Nonaka, I. and Takeuchi, H. (1995) The Knowledge-Creating Company: 
How Japanese Companies Create the Dynamics of Innovation, Oxford, Oxford 
University Press. (1995)



Knowledge conversion or knowledge in action?

Source: Cook, S. D. N. and Brown, J. S. (1999) ‘Bridging epistomologies: the generative 
dance between organizational knowledge and organizational knowing’, Organization 
Science, Vol. 10, No. 4, July–August 1999
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Institutional mechanisms and knowledge types

Source: Pels, J. (2005) Personal communication: Review of paper for the LA symposium.
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Example 1:

Managing Common Pool Resources (CPRs) in India
� DFID funded research project “Common pool resources  in semi-arid India -

dynamics, management and livelihood contributions”
� Partners: research institutes, NGOs and community based organ isations
� Purpose: share and document lessons learnt from CPR manageme nt in 

India. 
� Methods: review of secondary sources and two more detailed s tate studies

to identify best practices (KI interviews)
� Outcomes:

� Importance of tacit knowledge in CPR management
� Raised interest in and awareness about CPR issues 
� Follow-up initiatives in India: partnerships / soci al capital 
� WASSAN (the Watershed Support Services and Activiti es Network) 

� Conclusions: Social capital (trust) and knowledge developed in ( research) 
projects can feed into existing networks and COP



Example 2:

Kavango Livestock Interest Group (KLIG) in Namibia
� DFID funded “Kavango Farming Systems Research and Ex tension Project”

(KFSRE)
� Partners: Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry (MAWAF) , local 

government, NGOs, CBOs, other projects
� Purpose: To assist MAWAF in testing and implementing a livel ihoods-focused 

farming systems approach. 
� KLIG: “Spin-off” of KFSRE (champion = KFSRE APO), started as a forum to 

address livestock issues in an integrated way. 
� Outcomes:

� KLIG continued after the end of KFSRE, building on the social capital developed 
earlier.

� Remains an informal network, but has successfully t apped into other resources
� Identified key constraints to livestock enterprises  in the district
� Acts as a coordinating & lobbying body for livestoc k-related interventions 

� Conclusions: Social capital and trust developed during the proje ct was used 
as a catalyst for a more sustainable, long-term ini tiative


